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Dicer-dependent noncoding RNAs, including microRNAs (miRNAs), play an important role in a modulation of translation of mRNA
transcripts necessary for differentiation in many cell types. In vivo experiments using cell type-specific Dicer1 gene inactivation in
neurons showed its essential role for neuronal development and survival. However, little is known about the consequences of a loss of
miRNAs in adult, fully differentiated neurons. To address this question, we used an inducible variant of the Cre recombinase (tamoxifeninducible CreERT2) under control of Camk2a gene regulatory elements. After induction of Dicer1 gene deletion in adult mouse forebrain,
we observed a progressive loss of a whole set of brain-specific miRNAs. Animals were tested in a battery of both aversively and appetitively
motivated cognitive tasks, such as Morris water maze, IntelliCage system, or trace fear conditioning. Compatible with rather long half-life
of miRNAs in hippocampal neurons, we observed an enhancement of memory strength of mutant mice 12 weeks after the Dicer1 gene
mutation, before the onset of neurodegenerative process. In acute brain slices, immediately after high-frequency stimulation of the
Schaffer collaterals, the efficacy at CA3-to-CA1 synapses was higher in mutant than in control mice, whereas long-term potentiation was
comparable between genotypes. This phenotype was reflected at the subcellular and molecular level by the elongated filopodia-like
shaped dendritic spines and an increased translation of synaptic plasticity-related proteins, such as BDNF and MMP-9 in mutant animals.
The presented work shows miRNAs as key players in the learning and memory process of mammals.

Introduction
The function of neurons is achieved via their high number of
connections with other neurons in the network. The average
number of synapses formed by a single neuron in the mouse
cortex reaches several thousands. This extremely elaborated neuronal connectivity is capable of generating different patterns of
network activity, e.g., by enhancing or weakening a single or multiple synapses. These phenomena are believed to underlie memory formation.
Synaptic plasticity relies on functional and structural modifications of synapses in response to a variety of stimuli. It requires
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new substrates, i.e., proteins to be produced at different stages of
memory formation (Davis and Squire, 1984). The local protein
translation in dendrites allows neurons to selectively rebuild
only those synapses that have been activated (Martin et al.,
2000; Sutton and Schuman, 2006). Components of the protein
synthesis machinery such as polyribosomes have been found in
dendrites, close to synaptic sites (Steward and Levy, 1982; Ostroff
et al., 2002). Moreover, a whole spectrum of mRNAs is transported to dendrites (Bramham and Wells, 2007), and neurons
contain specialized ribonucleoprotein P-body-like particles that
contain translationally silenced mRNAs (Cougot et al., 2008).
However, the mechanism for regulation of activity-dependent
mRNA release and translation remains incompletely understood,
particularly in the brain.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of short noncoding RNAs
(Bartel, 2004) that are capable of regulating mRNA translation by
various mechanisms (Filipowicz et al., 2008). Therefore, they can be
used as elements for the regulation of plasticity-related mRNAs by
neurons (Kosik, 2006; Schratt, 2009). A crucial role of miRNAs for
neuronal differentiation and survival has been proved by removal
of Dicer (Kim et al., 2007; Schaefer et al., 2007; Cuellar et al., 2008;
Davis et al., 2008), a RNaseIII enzyme responsible for producing
the mature form of miRNAs. However, all these studies were
performed with a constitutive Cre/loxP system, in which Cre
expression and subsequent Dicer mutations occur relatively early
during neuronal differentiation processes.
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Here we present a mouse model with
an inducible disruption of the Dicer1 gene
in the adult forebrain. We used this mutation to study in vivo the impact of Dicerdependent noncoding RNAs on neuronal
plasticity and memory formation, with a
special focus on miRNAs. We addressed
the question whether the removal of regulation of local protein synthesis increases
the translation of plasticity-related mRNAs
and makes synapses more prone for
modulation of activity.

Materials and Methods
Animals
Mice with disruption of the Dicer1 gene in forebrain neurons of Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 (mutant
mice) were used. As a control, we used littermates
negative for the CreERT2 transgene (Dicerfl/fl,
control mice). An induction of the Dicer1 gene
mutation was obtained by injection of 1 mg of
tamoxifen twice per day for 5 consecutive days
in 8- to 10-week-old animals.

miRNA profiling and TaqMan analysis
We performed miRNA profiling (518 miRNAs
in total) using the TaqMan MicroRNA Array
version 2.0 method in the hippocampus isolated RNA (mirVana miRNA Isolation kit;
Ambion) of mice 4 and 9 weeks after induction
of mutation according to the protocol of the
manufacturer. For Dicer mRNA detection,
TaqMan probe (Mm00521730_m1; Applied
Biosystems) was used, recognizing exons deleted in the Dicer1 gene mutants.

Behavioral tests
Behavioral tests were performed on 9 mutants
and 14 control littermate females on a C57BL
CaMKCreERT2
mutant mice. A, Levels of Dicer mRNA and protein in the
background in two independent groups. Five Figure 1. Loss of Dicer1 gene and miRNAs in Dicer1
weeks after tamoxifen treatment, mice were sub- hippocampus of mutant mice 9 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation with tamoxifen (n ⫽ 4, *p ⬍ 0.05). B,
jected to the Morris water maze procedure lasting Fluorescent in situ hybridization for Dicer mRNA in CA1 pyramidal cell layer (top) and dendritic layer of CA1–stratum radiatum
1 week. Next, the main battery of behavioral tasks (bottom) 9 weeks after tamoxifen treatment. C, Relative levels of selected mature miRNAs by qRT-PCR (TaqMan MicroRNA Array
was performed from 10 to 12 weeks after tamox- version 2.0) 9 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation. D, In situ hybridization for Dicer mRNA and miR-124 with locked
ifen treatment in the following sequence: ro- nucleic acid probes done 9 and 14 weeks after induction of mutation. A chart shows measured (4 and 9 weeks after tamoxifen) and
tarod, open field, elevated plus maze, Morris postulated decrease in miRNA levels (as an example, miR-124 is shown) after induction on the Dicer1 gene mutation. Data are
water maze (second time), IntelliCage, and shown as mean ⫾ SEM. GAPDH, Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
trace fear conditioning.
Rotarod test. After 2 d adaptation to immo11.5 ⫻ 11.5 cm) marked by a high black indicator. Then, the animals
bile and turning with constant-speed rotarod (27 cm above a floor; TSE
were trained to locate the platform submerged 1.5 cm beneath the surface
Systems), motor coordination and balance were tested on the third day.
of water (24 –27°C), with maximum trial duration of 60 and 60 s on the
Each mouse was given three trials on the rod rotating with increasing
platform at the end of trials. Mice received four trials per day for 4
speed from 4 to 40 rpm, and their latencies to fall (seconds) were meaconsecutive days and the probe trial on the day 5. During the test, the
sured by software supplied by TSE Systems.
platform was removed, and the memory of platform position was evaluOpen-field test. Mice were exposed for 5 min to a gray round arena (60
ated by putting a mouse to opposite quadrant to platform quadrant.
cm in diameter) surrounded by high walls (30 cm high). The floor of the
Swim paths were monitored by the EthoVision system.
apparatus was divided to 12 outer zones and four inner zones, and the
IntelliCage system. The behavior of mice living in social groups (11–12
number of squares crossed and the time spent in the center of the appaanimals per cage) was automatically recorded for 10 d in the IntelliCage
ratus were measured by the automated tracking system EthoVision (Nolsystem (NewBehavior Inc.). An individual mouse was recognized by imdus Information Technology).
planted transponder (microchip of 11.5 mm length, 2.2 mm diameter;
Elevated plus maze. The apparatus consisted of four arms (30 ⫻ 5.5
Trovan) when entering one of four corners. Each computer-controlled
cm), two opposing open arms (surrounded by a 5 mm tape), an open area
corner contained two bottles (Knapska et al., 2006). The experiments
in the center (5.5 cm), and two closed arms (17-cm-high wall), elevated
started from an adaptation period with ad libitum access to plain water in
63 cm above the floor. Mice were placed in the center of the elevated plus
all the corners. For the next 3 d, mice were exposed to sweetened water
maze, and the time spent in each zone was recorded in a 5 min test by the
(10% sucrose in water) to measure water intake and to develop a preferEthoVision system.
ence for sugar water. For each mouse, the least preferred corner was
Morris water maze. In a 1.4-m-diameter circular white pool, mice were
chosen, and, for the next 4 d, the mouse could obtain access to sugar
water only in the corner (“correct corner”). Place learning was assessed as
at first subjected to the cued-navigation task to the platform (15 cm high,
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a ratio of number of visits in correct corner to all corners. Plain water was
accessible ad libitum from the top of a cage.
Trace fear conditioning. A modified (Crestani et al., 2002) procedure
was used. Mice were exposed for a 3 min adaptation to the experimental
chamber (25 cm width ⫻ 25 cm depth ⫻ 25 cm height; Med Associates
Inc.) where they received three consecutive pairs of tone and shock with
an empty trace interval of 1 s and a break between each pair of 3 min
(tone, 80 dB, 1 kHz, 10 s; footshock, 0.5 mA, 1 s). Forty-eight hours later,
freezing was recorded in a new context with the same sound but without
shock (“trace fear conditioning”). Five days after training, the level of
freezing was measured in the training context (“context conditioning”).

Electrophysiology
Extracellular field EPSPs (fEPSPs) were monitored in the stratum radiatum of hippocampal slices. Synaptic stimulation, adjustment of stimulation strength, tetanization, and assessment of synaptic efficacy were done
as described previously (Köhr et al., 2003).

Morphological and molecular studies
For classification of dendritic spines in CA1 hippocampal neurons, a
random dendrite labeling with the gene-gun-propelled lipophilic fluorescent dye (DiI)-coated tungsten particles (DiOlistic method) was performed. To reveal the morphology of CA1 neurons, biocytin (Fluka) was
dialyzed into the cell via the patch pipette in 300-m-thick sections.
Next, slices were fixed overnight with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained
with streptavidin Alexa Fluor 555 conjugate (1:50; Invitrogen) and with
the presynaptic marker anti-bassoon antibody (1:100; Synaptic System)
according to Wilczynski et al. (2008). For spine analysis, two-channel
image stacks of the whole dendritic segments were acquired by sequential
scanning at the resolution of 70 nm, using a 63⫻ (1.4 numerical aperture) objective at the Leica TCS SP5 confocal system. Images were deconvolved using maximum-likelihood algorithm of the Huygens software
and subjected to three-dimensional reconstruction using Imaris. Sholl
analysis was performed using NIH ImageJ with NeuronJ and Sholl plugin. The statistical analysis was performed by repeated-measures
ANOVA, using Statistica software (StatSoft).
The following antibodies were used: anti-Dicer (D-349 Rb, 1:1000;
provided by Dr. W. Filipowicz, Friedrich Miescher Institute, Basel,
Switzerland), anti-BDNF (sc-546, 1:500; Santa Cruz Biotechnology),
anti-PSD95 (ab18258, 1:1000; Abcam), anti-GluR1 (1:1000; Millipore Corporation), anti-GluR2 (Ms), anti-␤-dystroglycan (␤-DG)
(NCL-b-DG, 1:500; Novocastra), anti-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (MAB374, 1:2000; Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents), and
anti-neuronal-specific nuclear protein (NeuN) (MAB377, 1:1000;
Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents) to detect protein levels in the
hippocampus of mutant and control mice by a standard Western blot
analysis. Additionally, the MMP-9 activity was checked by the gel
zymography technique (Michaluk et al., 2007).

In situ hybridization, fluorescent in situ hybridization,
immunofluorescence, and terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling staining
For in situ hybridization with colorimetric substrate, a modified protocol
was used (Pena et al., 2009). For fluorescent in situ hybridization and
immunofluorescence antigen retrieval, crosslinking and acetylation was
omitted. Hybridization conditions for the Dicer1 locked nucleic acid
probe were adjusted to 60 nM concentration at 51°C overnight. Dendrites
were stained by antibody against MAP-2 (1:200; Millipore Corporation).
Images were taken in the Application Centre of Carl Zeiss in the German
Cancer Research Center using the Axio Observer.Z1 confocal microscopy system. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) staining was performed according
to the instructions of the manufacturer (in situ cell-death detection kit,
POD; Roche). To quantify a neurodegeneration level in mutant animals,
paraffin sections of brains collected at different time points after induction of recombination were stained with an antibody against the neuronal marker NeuN (MAB377, 1:400; Millipore Corporation) and the
nuclear dye 4⬘,6⬘-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Corresponding
sections were selected, and neuronal nuclei in defined areas of a constant
size and position in either CA1 or cortex were counted (blind to geno-

Figure 2. Neuronal death in the hippocampus and cortex in Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 mutant mice. A,
Detection of neuronal cell death (TUNEL staining; bottom row) in the CA1 area of the hippocampus of control and mutant mice 2, 14, and 20 weeks after induction of Dicer1 gene mutation.
Arrowheads indicate dying cells (in green). Morphology of nuclei is shown by DAPI staining (top
row). CA1, Pyramidal cell layer; Or, stratum oriens; Rad, stratum radiatum. B, Quantification of
cell number in CA1 region of the hippocampus and the cortex. Number of cell nuclei in defined
area were counted and expressed as fold change to control (n ⫽ 3– 8, *p ⬍ 0.05). Data are
shown as mean ⫾ SEM.
type). Three to eight animals were analyzed per genotype and time point
after induction of mutation.

Prediction of miRNAs targeting plasticity-related genes
To predict miRNAs targeting the 3⬘ untranslated region (UTR) of the
target gene with maximal sensitivity, we used a union of multiple prediction algorithms, namely TargetScan, PITA, and RNA22. We included a
miRNA if one of the tools predicted at least one target in a set of
plasticity-related mRNAs. Finally, a list of predicted miRNAs was filtered
based on results from miRNA profiling (TaqMan MicroRNA Array version 2.0). The number of miRNA binding sites in target mRNA was
predicted by PITA.

Statistical analysis
All behavioral evaluations were made with Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft). Oneway ANOVA was used for the Morris water maze test, rotarod, elevated
plus maze, and sweet-water intake in IntelliCage. For multiple comparisons (IntelliCage, fear conditioning) both one-way ANOVAs and twoway repeated measures ANOVAs were performed. Significant group
effects were further analyzed using post hoc Bonferroni’s test. In all group
comparisons, p ⬍ 0.05 was used as significance threshold, and all results
were illustrated in GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software) and were expressed in bars, and line graphs represent the mean ⫾ SEM. For statistical
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analysis of biochemical, morphological, and
electrophysiological results, the following tests
were applied: one-way ANOVA, unpaired onesided t test, and two-tailed, unpaired Student’s
t test.

Results
Loss of Dicer1 gene and miRNAs in
Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 mutant mice
We crossbred the CaMKCreERT2 BAC
mouse line (Erdmann et al., 2007; Parlato
et al., 2008) expressing the tamoxifeninducible form of Cre recombinase with
the Dicerfl/fl mouse line (Cobb et al., 2005)
to obtain mutant mice (abbreviated here
as DicerCaMKCreERT2 or mutant mice) lacking the Dicer1 gene exclusively in adult
forebrain neurons. The Dicer1 gene remained intact during mouse development, and its deletion was initiated by
tamoxifen administration in 8- to 10week-old adult animals. In this way, we
avoided the lethality of mice that occurs
when the Dicer1 gene is deleted in these
neurons during development (Davis et al.,
2008).
Figure 3. Normal motor activity, exploration, and anxiety in new environment in Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 mutant mice. A, Time to fall
A 60% decrease in Dicer mRNA in the off rod rotating with increasing speed. The rotarod test revealed similar motor coordination and balance of mutant mice and their
hippocampus of mutant compared with control littermates (F(1,22) ⫽ 0.482; p ⫽ 0.495). B, Number of squares crossed in the open-field test. Five minutes of activity did not
control mice 9 weeks after induction of differ between genotypes because both groups moved comparable distance (data not shown) and crossed similar number of
Dicer ablation has been observed. This squares (F(1,22) ⫽ 0.534; p ⫽ 0.473). C, Relative time (percentage) spent in zones of the elevated plus maze. Mutant and control
was followed by the same level of Dicer mice explored the open arms of apparatus for most of the time (F(1,22) ⫽ 0.307; p ⫽ 0.585). Time in center zone (F(1,22) ⫽ 2.007;
p ⫽ 0.171) and in closed arms (F(1,22) ⫽ 0.022; p ⫽ 0.883) showed no difference in anxiety level. D, During adaptation to
protein loss as shown by Western blot
sweetened water in IntelliCage, mice of both genotypes spent similar time drinking water (F(1,21) ⫽ 0.073; p ⫽ 0.789). E, Basal
analysis (Fig. 1 A). In mutants, a Dicer home cage circadian activity measured as an average number of visits from 7 d in each hour showed normal higher activity in active
mRNA signal was still observed in den- phase and lower activity in inactive phase in mice of both genotypes (F ⫽ 0.632; p ⫽ 0.436). Data are shown as mean ⫾ SEM.
(1,21)
dritic layers, e.g., stratum radiatum of the
hippocampus. This signal did not colocalmiRNAs loss in the forebrain of adult mice results in
ize with the dendritic marker MAP-2, thus indicating nonimproved learning and memory
neuronal characteristics of these cells (Fig. 1 B).
The Dicer1 gene mutation in neurons had no effect on overall
To examine abundance of the mature form of miRNAs, we
motor activity and coordination as tested by the rotarod test,
performed quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR analycircadian activity, reaction to a new environment, exploration in
sis (TaqMan arrays, 518 mouse-specific miRNAs in total) on
the open-field test, and level of anxiety (tested by elevated plus
hippocampal samples at two different time points, 4 and 9 weeks
maze) (Fig. 3). All behavioral procedures were performed on
after the Dicer1 gene inactivation. A total of 212 miRNAs
females.
showed expression value above negative control miRNA
We tested hippocampus-dependent spatial memory in the
(from Arabidopsis thaliana, ath-miR-159). Supplemental TaMorris water maze test (Morris et al., 1982) in the same mice at 5
ble 1 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mateand 12 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation. Interrial) shows 84 miRNAs that were downregulated progressively
estingly, a genotype-related enhancement of memory of the tarin mutant animals between 4 and 9 weeks. miRNAs such as
get quadrant location was observed in mutant animals at 12
miR-124, miR-132, miR-137, miR-138, miR-29a, and miRweeks (Fig. 4 A). This observation indicated that the remaining
29c, known to be expressed in neurons, showed a statistically
miRNAs levels 5 weeks after Dicer1 gene mutation (Fig. 1) were
significant decrease at 9 weeks of the expression level compared
sufficient to sustain their function in the mutated cells. Therewith the control (Fig. 1C). Others, like miR-486, did not differ
fore, the following behavioral experiments were performed with
between the two genotypes. In situ hybridization detection of
mice 12 or more weeks after setting the mutation.
miR-124 confirmed its only partial loss at 9 weeks after setting the
We continued memory tests in the IntelliCage system that
Dicer mutation (Fig. 1 D).
allows for automated monitoring of mouse behavior in a social
In the previously described constitutive Dicer1CaMKCre line,
context. Mice were adapted to a new environment of the apparaDavis et al. (2008) reported massive apoptosis in the brain shortly
tus and to drinking sweet water. For each mouse, the least preafter birth. In our inducible Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 line, we did not
ferred corner was determined, and subsequently only this corner
observe neuronal death sooner than 14 weeks after Dicer1 gene
was available while the access to the other corners was blocked
loss (Fig. 2). A cumulative neuronal cells loss between 14 and
(Knapska et al., 2006). Initially, control and mutant mice devel20 weeks after induction of Dicer1 gene deletion was 63 and
oped a preference for the corner with sweet water at similar level.
26% for the CA1 area of hippocampus and cortex, respectively
However, during the following days, mutant mice achieved sig(Fig. 2 B).
nificantly higher number of visits in the corner with appetitive
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Figure 4. miRNAs loss in the forebrain of adult mice enhances learning and memory. A, Spatial learning task in the Morris water
maze 5 and 12 weeks after the Dicer1 gene disruption. Relative time spent in the target quadrant (TQ) containing a hidden platform
and an average of other quadrants is shown. Memory test, 24 h after the last training day, showed an enhanced memory for
platform location in mutant compared with control mice (F(1,22) ⫽ 8.355; **p ⬍ 0.01) only in tests performed 12 weeks after
induction of mutation. Randomness level (25%) is indicated by dotted line. B, Place learning with appetitive reinforcement in
IntelliCage. Ratio (percentage) of visits in correct corner to visits in all other corners in the IntelliCage. Before the task, the least
preferred corner was chosen for every individual mouse (24 h before, F(1,20) ⫽ 1.003; p ⫽ 0.328). In the subsequent days, mutant
mice developed much higher preference to correct corner (days 1– 4, F(1,20) ⫽ 4.925; *p ⬍ 0.05; **p ⬍ 0.01). C, Trace fear
conditioning memory test. At 48 h after training, mutant mice displayed a higher freezing response compared with control animals
(F(1,21) ⫽ 4.775; *p ⬍ 0.05; ***p ⬍ 0.001) in new context; trace, 1 min interval including 10 s CS (tone) and freezing was
measured for the next 50 s corresponding to a trace and US (shock) in training; ITI, 3 min intertrial interval between CS presentations. D, Context memory test. The level of freezing (percentage) was assessed in re-exposition to the training context 5 d after
training. Mutant mice showed no decline in freezing behavior across 6 min of exposure to the same context (F(1,21) ⫽ 7.674; *p ⬍
0.05). Data are shown as mean ⫾ SEM.

reinforcement compared with control mice (Fig. 4 B). Thus, mutant mice performed better in place learning tasks in both the
IntelliCage system and in the Morris water maze.
Next we subjected the mice to the hippocampus-dependent
fear conditioning tests, namely trace fear conditioning, to discrete auditory cues in a specific context (Crestani et al., 2002).
The memory test for trace conditioning was conducted 48 h after
the training session. A comparison of the freezing scores revealed
that mutants remembered the conditioned stimulus (CS) (tone)
predicting an unconditioned stimulus after the trace interval
(US) (mild electric shock) significantly better than controls (Fig.
4C). Similarly, mutant mice exhibited robust, significantly higher
freezing in response to the training context as revealed by the test
performed 5 d after training in the same learning chamber (Fig.
4 D). In mutant mice, freezing remained at a similar level during
6 min of the test, whereas control mice showed a tendency to
diminish their response over time. The results of the aforementioned tests clearly indicate that mutant mice develop much
stronger CS–US association compared with controls.

Synaptic transmission and plasticity in
the hippocampus
In acute hippocampal slices of control
and mutant mice, stimulation of the
Schaffer collaterals with increasing intensities evoked increasing negative fEPSPs
in the stratum radiatum of area CA1.
These experiments indicated that basal
synaptic transmission at CA3-to-CA1
synapses is comparable between control
and mutant mice (Fig. 5A).
Next, we tested the synaptic plasticity
after tetanic stimulation (100 Hz, 1 s) of
the Schaffer collaterals. In mice killed 5– 6
weeks after tamoxifen treatment, tetanic
stimulation potentiated fEPSPs in both
genotypes with a comparable time course
and to a similar extent, immediately after
tetanization [first 3 min, i.e., posttetanic
potentiation (PTP)] and 40 –50 min after
tetanization [i.e., long-term potentiation
(LTP)] (Fig. 5B). In mice killed 12–15
weeks after tamoxifen treatment, PTP was
enhanced in the mutant, whereas LTP was
comparable between genotypes (Fig. 5C).
Furthermore, we wondered whether repeated tetanization would lead to enhanced LTP in addition to enhanced PTP
in the mutant. Four tetanic stimulations
were delivered at 5 min intervals, and PTP
after each tetanization was higher in the
mutant than in the control (Fig. 5D).
Forty to 50 min after the last of four tetanizations, LTP was similarly enhanced in
both genotypes compared with single tetanization. Thus, lack of the Dicer1 gene
for 12–15 weeks increases PTP without
changing LTP.

Altered miRNA production leads to
changes in morphology of dendritic
spines and levels of synaptic proteins
The overall morphology of the dendritic
tree was not changed in DicerCaMKCreERT2
mutant animals. Nevertheless, there is an interaction between the
genotype and the distance from the soma, indicating that there is
a shift in the neuronal arborization toward the more distal dendrites in mutant animals (Fig. 6C,D). Moreover, we observed a
significantly higher number of longer, filopodia-shaped dendritic
spines in mutants compared with the controls (Fig. 6 A, B). These
elongated spines possessed “heads” in the termini and preserved
the functionality as shown by presynaptic marker Bassoon staining (Fig. 6 A).
Modulation of the size of dendritic spines may result from
changed translation of synaptic proteins. Hence, we determined,
by Western blot analysis, the levels of several dendritically translated proteins, such as the neurotrophic factor BDNF, the synaptic plasticity-involved metalloproteinase MMP-9, the subunits of
the AMPA receptor GluR1 and GluR2, and the PSD95 protein.
All the protein levels were related to the neuronal marker NeuN.
We observed an eightfold increase in the proBDNF level and
twofold change in the mature form of this protein. Moreover, we
detected a higher level of MMP-9 enzymatic activity and its
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cleavage product ␤-dystroglycan (30
kDa). Additionally, levels of synaptic
proteins such as PSD95 and the ratio of
GluR2 to GluR1 subunits were increased
as well (Fig. 7A–C).
To identify miRNAs targeting the synaptic plasticity genes BDNF, MMP-9,
PSD95, GluR1, and GluR2, we used multiple miRNA prediction algorithms. The
list of predicted miRNAs was intersected
with miRNA Taqman Array profiling
data. We thus identified many potentially
interacting pairs of miRNA–mRNA. Particularly in BDNF mRNA, we were able to
predict many targeting miRNA, such as
miR-138 and miR-384 –5p, having more
than one binding sites in the 3⬘ UTR (Fig.
7D). We also filtered miRNA Taqman Array profiling data based on their decrease
in the relative expression between 4 and 9
weeks after the Dicer1 gene mutation (see
miRNAs list in supplemental Table 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Discussion
In our study, we demonstrated an enhancement of cognition of adult Dicer1
mutant mice, lacking miRNAs in mature
neurons in the adult brain compared with
their control littermates, in a battery of
both aversively and appetitively motivated cognitive tasks (Fig. 4) in a specific
time window, i.e., 12 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation. LTP at
hippocampal CA1 synapses was comparable between genotypes, whereas PTP was
enhanced in mutants (Fig. 5B–D). Moreover, a higher number of long filopodialike spines in dendrites of mutant neurons
may indicate that active remodeling of
Figure 5. Synaptic transmission and plasticity in hippocampal slices. A, Left, Representative fEPSPs recorded in area CA1 of both
synapses in these animals could serve as a
genotypes when stimulating Schaffer collaterals with increasing stimulation intensities. Right, Input/output relationships 12–15
mechanism responsible for the improve- weeks after induction of the Dicer mutation (each n ⫽ 3). B, At 5– 6 weeks after induction of mutation, tetanic stimulation [i.e.,
ment of memory (Fig. 6 A, B), a notion high-frequency stimulation (HFS)] induced PTP (control, 1.88 ⫾ 0.08, n ⫽ 8 slices from 4 mice; mutant, 1.94 ⫾ 0.11, n ⫽ 8 slices
that was postulated previously (Tada and from 4 mice; p ⫽ 0.59) and LTP (control, 1.29 ⫾ 0.05, n ⫽ 8 slices from 4 mice; mutant, 1.34 ⫾ 0.08, n ⫽ 8 slices from 4 mice;
Sheng, 2006; Bourne and Harris, 2008). p ⫽ 0.62). Bottom, Expanded time course. C, At 12–15 weeks after induction of mutation, PTP was higher in the mutant than in
Additionally, in these spines, we could ob- control (PTP: control, 1.76 ⫾ 0.10, n ⫽ 8 slices from 3 mice; mutant, 2.39 ⫾ 0.14, n ⫽ 8 slices from 3 mice; p ⬍ 0.01; LTP: control,
serve head-like structures that colocalize 1.34 ⫾ 0.05, n ⫽ 8 slices from 3 mice; mutant, 1.39 ⫾ 0.08, n ⫽ 8 slices from 3 mice; p ⫽ 0.6). D, At 12–15 weeks after induction
with synaptic marker, which morpholog- of mutation, repeated HFS induced higher PTP each time after HFS, but LTP remained comparable in both genotypes (control,
ically distinguishes them from immature 1.84 ⫾ 0.1, n ⫽ 9 slices from 3 mice; mutant, 1.98 ⫾ 0.13, n ⫽ slices from 3 mice; p ⫽ 0.41). In both genotypes, four times HFS
filopodia and indicates that they are active induced higher LTP than single HFS ( p ⬍ 0.05). The traces show the mean of 45 and 30 consecutive fEPSPs before and 40 –50 min
ones. The same structure of spines was ob- after single HFS in both genotypes, respectively. TAM, Tamoxifen.
served before and after Dicer1 gene deleplained by this phenomenon (Schaefer et al., 2007; Damiani et al.,
tion in neurons (Davis et al., 2008).
2008). In the recent study (Krol et al., 2010), the authors were able
We demonstrate that, unexpectedly, miRNAs in mature neuto identify that, whereas approximately half of mature miRNA
rons have a very slow turnover rate and are able to survive for
undergo fast turnover in neurons, the remaining miRNA pool is
several weeks. This conclusion is based on the time course of a
stable. In our experiments, compatible with the rather long halfwhole set of miRNAs decreasing their levels, detected in miRNAs
life of miRNAs, we observed an improvement of learning disprofiling experiments, at 4 and 9 weeks after Dicer1 gene deletion
played by mutant mice only at the later time point (12 weeks)
(supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as suppleafter induction of the mutation (Fig. 4). It was shown previously
mental material). Our observation is in agreement with previthat LTP is able to modulate expression level of specific miRNAs
ously reported high miRNA stability in neurons, in which a
(Park and Tang, 2009). However, in our system, LTP level was
delayed and progressive neurodegeneration process was ex-
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Figure 6. Altered morphology of dendritic spines and the expression level of synaptic proteins in mutant animals. A, Threedimensional reconstruction of dendrites from control and mutant animals 12 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation. A
visualization of synaptic connections by the presynaptic marker Bassoon (in blue). B, An increase in the length of dendritic spines
in CA1 hippocampal neurons of Dicer1CaMKCreERT2 mutant mice compared with controls (control, n ⫽ 5; mutant, n ⫽ 6; average
total length of analyzed dendrites per animal was 140 m). C, Representative pictures showing morphology of control and mutant
CA1 area neuron (filled with biocytin) 15 weeks after induction of the Dicer1 gene mutation. D, Sholl analysis of dendritic tree of CA1
neurons performed 15 weeks after induction. For analysis, all dendrites of individual neurons were traced, and statistical analysis
was performed by repeated-measures ANOVA. There is no significant difference in dendritic tree arborization between control and
mutant mice ( p ⫽ 0.4; F(1,172) ⫽ 0.78). An interaction between the genotype and the distance from the soma (dependent
variable categorical predictor, p ⬍ 0.01; F(1,172) ⫽ 1.53) indicates a shift in the neuronal arborization toward the more distal
dendrites in mutants.

Figure 7. Expression level of synaptic proteins in mutant animals. A, C, Relative protein levels of synaptic plasticity-related
genes: proBDNF, BDNF, PSD95, GluR1, and GluR2 (control, n ⫽ 8; mutant, n ⫽ 5; *p ⬍ 0.05, ***p ⬍ 0.001). All values are
presented in relation to the neuronal marker NeuN. B, Gel zymography for MMP-9 showing a level of the enzyme activity; Western
blot showing representative samples for ␤-DG (MMP-9 substrate) cleavage. Quantification of a product of cleavage ␤-DG30
(control, n ⫽ 8; mutant, n ⫽ 5; *** p ⬍ 0.001). D, A table shows potential interacting pairs of miRNA–mRNA in synaptic
plasticity-related genes. Colors represent number of predicted miRNA binding sites in target mRNA. Data are shown as
mean ⫾ SEM.
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not enhanced. Interestingly, the detection
of increased cognitive function in the Dicer mutants coincided with the enhanced
PTP in brain slices of the mutant mice.
Thus, our mouse model may allow the
search for a role of PTP in learning and
memory.
There are a few thousand miRNA
molecules per neuron (Kye et al., 2007),
and it was shown in vitro that some of
them, such as miR-138, regulate dendritic spine morphology by inhibiting
translation of the synaptic protein acyl
protein thioesterase APT1 in mouse
hippocampal neurons (Siegel et al.,
2009). Moreover, miR-124 was found to
act as a negative regulator of sensorimotor
synapses in Aplysia californica (Rajasethupathy et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has
been postulated that miRNAs may inhibit
dendritic translation of selective mRNAs
(Kosik, 2006). Thus, removal of mature
miRNAs should lead to facilitation of
translation of targeted synaptic genes. In
our studies, we indeed noticed increased
levels of proteins known to be translated
in dendrites such as BDNF and MMP-9.
Interestingly, higher levels of proBDNF
compared with mature BDNF indicate
that, during miRNA removal, translation
of proBDNF is facilitated rather than proteolytic conversion of proBDNF to BDNF
(Fig. 7A). It is also of note that there is an
intimate link between BDNF and MMP-9,
because the latter was shown to be one of
the metalloproteinases responsible for
proBDNF cleavage in neuromuscular synapses (Yang et al., 2009). In Dicer1 mutant
mice, MMP-9 activity, as measured by gel
zymography and cleavage of its substrate
␤-dystroglycan (Michaluk et al., 2007),
was also enhanced. Notably, MMP-9
mRNA was localized to the dendritic/synaptic compartment (Konopacki et al.,
2007), and the pivotal role in synaptic
plasticity and learning and memory was
demonstrated (Nagy et al., 2006). Most
importantly, both BDNF and MMP-9
have been shown to be able to shape synaptic morphology (An et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2008).
In the present study, we applied a global
approach for interference with miRNA
production (all Dicer-dependent miRNAs
were removed) and have shown that, in
a defined time window, they exert an
influence on various components of
synaptic plasticity. The complexity of
the phenotype suggests that many miRNAs might be involved in the observed
phenotype. As a future goal, we will define identification and verification of
specific miRNA–mRNA interactions in
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vivo in the adult brain and their influence on neuronal circuits
functioning.
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